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OFT GOING has affected both Royal Ascot and

the Qatar-sponsored Glorious Goodwood in 2021,

while in between those meetings the Newmarket

July Festival was run on a fast surface. Yes, it has

been a volatile summer in terms of the weather,

and climate scientists warn we should get used to

these swings in conditions in the years ahead.

The state of the going exerts a major influence over results on

the track. The influence of the condition of the racetrack on

racing is both complex and fascinating and a full treatment of

the subject would fill several pages of this magazine.

For all its importance, however, British racing has arguably

become too obsessed with the state of the ground. Each year,

dozens of horses are withdrawn when they might have gone on

to win, because the going was considered unsuitable. Not only

are a horse’s going requirements often difficult to pinpoint with

certainty, but the state of the going itself is hard to assess and

has more dimensions than the descriptions it is afforded by the

scale of ‘Heavy’ through to ‘Firm’.

In 2000 the Jockey Club sought to objectify racecourse going

reports by equipping clerks with a tool. Seven years later, this

project finally resulted in the introduction of the GoingStick.

Developed with Cranfield University and the technology

company TurfTrax, the device combined the measured

resistance of the soil to forces of both impact and shear to

express the going on a scale of increasing firmness on the range

0 – 15 (the range produced is far narrower and centred on 7 or

so). 

The table below shows average GoingStick values for

common going types of British Flat racing in 2021, with the

extreme values (which are sometimes the result of intervening

weather between early-morning readings and the start of racing)

also provided.

Since its introduction, the GoingStick has had a mixed

reception. Some clerks of the course have so little confidence in

its applicability that they do not even bother to take readings. It

is seen as a problem by some that the stick’s numerical

representation of ground conditions is not independent of soil

type, so that a given reading corresponds with different going

categories on different tracks.

At Haydock Park, for instance, a reading of 7.7 is the average

when the official going is Good To Soft. But at Leicester

racecourse, the same figure corresponds with Good To Firm. For

all this, however, the GoingStick is certainly worth persisting

with. In an analysis of several thousand going reports I

conducted for the BHA recently, the GoingStick reading

explained another 5% of the variation in running times over and

above the clerk’s going reports (which are themselves influenced

by it), which is valuable towards inferring the state of conditions

on the track.

What that means in non-mathematical language is this: when

the stick is calibrated for a certain course and the clerk assesses

the going as different to the stick, the stick is closer to assessing

the true state of the surface more often than not. This is why it is

vital that the stick is retained and developed and that all clerks

return the true measurements – whatever they are. 

True, the stick is not yet perfect. But, as humans, we should

strive to make our judgements using the scientific method, for it

is this which is our greatest achievement. It is horrendous science

to believe that our subjective judgements are accurate and an

objective measurement is worthless. Publish the data whatever

it is.

When the attempt to make any objective judgement is

appraised by a haphazard collection of subjective views, it is not

surprising that confidence in its value is eroded. Some of the

opinions expressed about the state of the going – and given as

excuses for poor performance – are ludicrous when compared

with the speed of the surface inferred from times and sectionals.

But even the latter measure is not enough on its own because of

the dimensions of going which are not widely known or

understood.

The numerical index produced by the GoingStick is not the

only piece of data it produces. The index is actually calculated

by a weighted average of two important components of going,

Penetration and Shear. 

ENETRATION is simply the impact resistance of the

surface of a perpendicular force. It can be thought of as

a measurement of jar experienced by the horse’s hoof.

When humans assess going using the heel or the stick, it is

mainly the component of penetration they turn into a subjective

classification, such as ‘Good To Firm’.

Shear is a measurement of the other dimension of force, that

parallel to a cross-section of the surface. It is the integrity or

stiffness of the soil, coming from how tightly its particles are

bound together. When a horse’s hoof enters the turf, if the surface

exhibits low shear strength, it will absorb a great deal of energy

from the collision and result in the horse tiring markedly towards
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the end of the race. Shear is often poorly assessed by humans

and a major reason for the unreliability of subjective going

assessments.

Assessing a racing surface by its two components is highly

important. For a surface with given TurfTrax index, the fastest

times seem to correspond with instances where resistance to

penetration is relatively low and resistance to shear is relatively

high. By this I mean a surface which allows a horse to get its

hoof in relatively easy but is stiff enough to provide an elastic

collision. 

It is likely that, if impact resistance is high, a horse will not

let itself down fully, but if the surface is cushioned but still has

integrity, the times that thoroughbreds can achieve tend to peak.

Arguably, these are the best racing surfaces that can be produced

in terms of the reliability of results and the purity of what we are

trying to achieve in finding the best thoroughbreds for breeding.

That’s my view as a Flat racing fan, anyway.

NFORTUNATELY, both weather and necessary track

maintenance dictate that this kind of surface is

relatively rare. Like it or not, we have to irrigate tracks

to some extent to mitigate against the effects of firm going or

else it is likely that injuries would spike. 

This is a topic which tends to elicit strong views among

horsemen, but it seems too high risk to believe that we should

let nature take its course because there is nothing very natural

about racing thoroughbreds with jockeys on them and pushing

them to the limits of their physical capabilities. It would look

reckless to fail to soften these tracks when that capacity is open

to us and we have research which suggests that injuries are

correlated with high resistance to penetration.

Exactly how artificial watering is conducted is another matter.

This is one where regulators, clerks and soil scientists all need

to get together to give this vital exercise consistency across all

tracks. Given that the sensitivity to animal welfare has never

been higher, it behoves the sport to do everything in its power

to continue to strive for the best results. 

Though watering is well intentioned, there is no doubt it

changes the surface at a track over time. Biases become more

common too, especially on tracks which use boom irrigation.

Even if the water is dispersed evenly, the middle of the track

gets faster because the vehicles employed have to carry a lot of

weight via their water tanks.

WOULD argue that judicious watering actually makes

racing surfaces faster. The average time of most Group

races has increased over the years in step with the impact

of watering. Isn’t this consistent with the thinking behind how

the fastest surfaces come about? If watering takes place

cautiously and sufficiently in advance of the day’s racing,

penetration will be mitigated but shear unaffected – even though

friction increases, the surface produces faster times because

horses let themselves down. 

Several experts on going, such as TurfTrax’s helpful

managing director Mike Maher, suggest that today’s Good To

Firm ground is not much faster than ground described as Good

20 years ago. Indeed, when the GoingStick is applied to racing

surfaces abroad, countries such as Australia and Japan regularly

return values in excess of 11. So, they would describe our Good

To Firm as ‘Good’ and sometimes don’t even race when we

would say it is ‘Soft’.

ARK Johnston recently suggested in this magazine

that the spate of withdrawals which goes with ‘firm’

in the going description might not happen if the scale

were described using different words. Sure enough, we have

become more sensitive about racing surfaces probably because

of the environment that surrounds the sport and words can have

a powerful effect on human behaviour. Some say this caution is

a proportionate response to the modern thoroughbred being more

fragile, but how much of this is reality and how much is

perception is an argument which is difficult to resolve

objectively.
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